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This is complete offline installer standalone setup of IK Multimedia â€“ Miroslav Philharmonik. Includes: license for 10
computers and 4 additional ports. The package includes a Linux distribution installer and a bootable floppy disk with a graphical
shell. After downloading the installer and booting from the disk, the shell is installed automatically. The boxed version has a text

file that contains information about installing and loading the shell, as well as all the necessary programs in the form of files.
The DVD contains a graphical shell, documentation in Russian, a section for training, as well as sources for creating your own

Linux installers for any computer. The advantages of IKMemo kits are: high installation speed - about 15 minutes; the ability to
fully automatically update the kernel, libraries and drivers; full compatibility with operating systems Windows

2000/XP/2003/Vista/2008/Windows 7; automatic update of all installed packages; full integration with the "personal account"
of the company. Installation will be free if the buyer checks the "Export to Microsoft Visual Studio" page or pays $30. For
example, 1 million dollars will need to be paid when buying a kit to install a Linux environment. No monthly payments. It is
important to note that license availability on computers will vary by region. By the way, the transition to the IK-Multimedia

Linux shell, in addition to the quality of work, will provide you with several other advantages: 3G Internet, energy saving, and a
stronger connection to the network. Check out the teaser for the video: The mobile phone is being sold under the MTK license

developed for IKRMemory. Now almost all phones have processors with a clock speed of 1GHz.IK uses a 1 GHz clock speed to
work with computers. Recently, the well-known Chinese phone manufacturer GreatPhone presented a new smartphone

Zenphone G5. Screen novelty technology "electronic paper" is based on technology Sharp E Super AMOLED. As you know,
Super AMED technology has arrived to replace AMOLed monitors. It is a display with improved performance, including thanks
to a thinner body. As for the Super AMD resolution, it is set to 1440Ã—2560 pixels. The square 3.7-inch screen features an IPS

matrix
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